TALK AND WRITE YOUR MATHEMATICAL THINKING
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Abstract
The low mathematical communication ability (MCA) of junior high school students in Bandung Regency motivated this research. The aim of this study’s to determine the comparison MCA of junior high school students in Bandung regency between the learning which using models Think Talk Write (Thitaw). This study used a quasi-experimental method with a pretest-posttest control group design involving two groups and randomly selected classes, at the beginning and end of the study the two classes were given a test. The population were junior high school students in Bandung Regency, while the sample consisted of two randomly selected classes. Obtained class VII A (experimental class) given the model Thitaw and class VII B (control class) is given a scientific approach. The instrument used was a 5-item MCA description test, then the MCA scores students'were analyzed with descriptive and inferential statistics using SPSS 21 software. Based on the results of the study, it was concluded that there were differences in the achievement of students’ MCA using models Thitaw with students who used a scientific approach. And it had no interaction between learning by Think Talk Write with the initial mathematics ability.
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INTRODUCTION
Mathematical learning requires active interaction between teachers and students, as well as between students. This is so that students can receive knowledge, master knowledge, have skills and skills as written in one of the goals of mathematics education according to Minister of National Education Regulation No. 22 of 2006 (Depdiknas, 2006) that communicates ideas with symbols, tables,
diagrams, or other media to clarify the situation or problem. Similarly, Hermawan (2007) states, the function of mathematics learning is to develop the ability to communicate by using numbers and symbols that can help clarify and solve problems. This realizes that MCA are very important for students.

Mathematical communication ability (MCA) is a student's ability to convey something he knows through dialogue events that occur in the classroom environment so that the transfer of messages occurs, the message transferred contains about the mathematical material learned in class both written and oral. summarizing MCA is the process of expressing ideas and understanding of mathematics verbally, visually, and in writing, using numbers, symbols, graphic images, diagrams and words.

Sumarmo (Hendriana, H., Sumarmo, U., Rohaeti, 2014) summarizes that skills of MCA include the ability to express a situation into mathematical language, symbols, ideas, and mathematical models: explain and read meaningfully, express and understand, interpret and evaluate an idea of mathematics and mathematical presentation orally, writing or visually; listen, discuss and write about mathematics; and express an argument in his own language.

According to Surya (2004), learning has a meaning as a process carried out by individuals to obtain a new behavior change as a whole, as a result of the individual's own experience in interaction with his environment. Models Thitaw are can develop writing smoothly and train the language before writing it. The model Think Talk Write helps students to influence and manipulate ideas before writing them. The model Thitaw also helps students in gathering and developing ideas through structured conversations. According to Yamin, M., Antasar i (2008), the design of a cooperative model t Thitaw by combining images and critical thinking. Students are required to be directly involved in critical thinking in organizing the contents of the essay systematically in the sequence of ideas.”

METHOD

The method of this research is quasi experimental method. This study involves two groups, the first’s experimental group and the second’s experimental group. All of them were given pretes and postes. The design patterns in this study as follows (Ruseffendi, 2005)
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Information:
X: Learning using model think talk write
O: Pretes = Postes (a question on pretest is the same as postes)
----: Random sampling of subjects

The population in this study were students in seventh of the junior high schools in Bandung Regency. The samples were taken randomly from the seventh grade students of junior high schools in the school. Then random sampling by class obtained class VII-A as an experimental class and class VII-B as a control class. Where the experimental class is given learning using models Thitaw and control classes get ordinary learning.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Type III Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>102 999</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>102 999</td>
<td>9646.003</td>
<td>003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on Table 1 shows that the significance of learning methods and KAM is 0.416. So the conclusion’s no interaction between learning methods and KAM on the achievement of students’ MCA. The significance value based on KAM is 0.165. So it can be concluded that there is no interaction between learning methods and KAM on the achievement of students’ MCA. Similarly, the achievement of MCA is not influenced by KAM. While the significance value based on the learning method is 0.003. So it can be concluded that the learning method with ThiTaW model affects the achievement of students’ MCA.

**Figure 1.** Graph Interaction KAM and Model Think Talk Write of Mathematical Communication Capabilities

In Figure 1 it appears that there is no interaction between learning methods and KAM in the high, medium and low groups.

**Discussion**

From the results of data processing it can be seen that learning with models ThiTaW influences communication skills. To achieve MCA seen based on the learning method that learning using a model ThiTaW in mathematics learning helps in the achievement of MCA. Whereas when viewed based on KAM that the difference is not significant between communication skills in certain KAM.

To increase MCA seen based on the learning method that learning using ThiTaW models in mathematics learning helps in improving students' MCA. Whereas when viewed based on KAM that there is no significant difference between students' MCA in certain KAM.

Communication connects one thing to another. Models ThiTaW encourage students to ask questions and then make mathematical models. The questioning process is the process of communicating. models ThiTaW encourage students to develop writing smoothly and practice the language before writing it. This model flexible because it allows students to influence and manipulate ideas before writing them down. The model ThiTaW encourages students to gather and develop ideas through structured conversations. As said Yamin, M., Antasari (2008) that the design of cooperative models ThiTaW by combining images and critical thinking. The impact is not only developing communication skills, but also critical thinking skills. So cooperative learning ThiTaW is learning in which students will begin by thinking (Think) how to find the solution of a problem, then the results of the thought will be discussed (Talk) with other students, so that the solution is then written (Write) the results thought and discussion. The activities of thinking, speaking and writing are a form of mathematics teaching and
learning activities that gives opportunities for students to actively participate. Through these activities students can develop language skills appropriately, especially when conveying mathematical ideas.

**CONCLUSION**

Based on the results of the analysis and discussion as well as the findings obtained by the researchers, it can be concluded as follows:

1. Achievement of mathematical communication ability of junior high school students whose learning uses models *Think Talk Write* better than those using ordinary learning, reviewed as a whole and the initial abilities of their students.
2. There is no interaction between learning models *Think Talk Write* with students' initial abilities.
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